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APPENDIX-

'

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

.

NRC Inspection Report: 50-267/91-04 Operating License: DPR-34

Docket: 50-267

Licensee: Public Service Company of Colorado (PSC)
P.O. Box 840
Denver, Colorado 80201-0840

Facility Name: Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station (FSV)

Inspection At: TSV, Platteville, Colorado

Inspection Conducted: Tebruary 17 through March 23, 1991> ,

inspectors: J. B. Baird, Senior Resident inspector
C. E. Johnson, Project Engineer

7 9 YApproved: - -
_

i. L. Constable, Chief Technical 5upport Date '

Section, Division of. Reactor Projects

inspection Sumary

Inspection Conducted February 17 through March 23. 1991 (Report-50-267/91-04)

Areas'Inspacted: Routine, unannounced inspection.of operational safety
ver171 cation, monthly maintenance observations, monthly surveillance .

observations, and independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI)
construction. ;

Results: Within the areas inspected, one violatior lure to follow
radiological procedure - paragraph 3) was identifita do citation was issued
in consideration of the licensee's identification of this violation and the
subsequent tinely and thorough corrective action taken. This was a violation
of the-same general requirement identified in the previous inspection report,
but the root cause was not;similar and would not have been expected to-have

'

been addressed in previous corrective actions. With this exception, the .

licensee continued to perform plant activities in an adequate and conservative
manner and in accordance with procedures, work orders, and Technical
Specification (TS) requirements. Licensee staffing declined slightly during
the period but remains adequate to perform all work functions in a safe manner
'and meet regulatory requirements. Initial construction quality assurance (QA)
activities associated with the ISFSI construction were found to be lagging

behind implenentation of the construction schedule as indicated by)theinspector's findings of failures to follow the quality control (QC plan-'

(paragraph 6.e). Subsequent quality assurance activities were adequately
implenented. .
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DETAILS _

1. Persons Contacted
j

#M. Block, System Engineering Manager
#*T. Borst, Nuclear Training and Support Manager
*L. Brey, Manager, Nuclear Licensing

h*M. Deniston, Superintendent of Operations
f*M. Ferris, Manager QA Operations
*C, Fuller, Manager, Nuclear Production
R. Gappa, Fuel Deck Superintendent

*S. Goebel, Supervisor, Nuclear Computer Services
f*J. Gramling, Supervisor, Nuclear Licensing Operations
#M. Lehr. Superviser, Deconniissioning/Conv. Engineer
eB, > theney, Consultant
#D. Horley, QA/QC
fM. Mullen, Stevetural Engineer
*F. Novachek, Program Manager Defueling/Deconsnissioning

?#H. O'Hagan, D/D Project Manager
#W. Parsons, QA Engineering
#G. Dilgel, Superintendent of Maint2 nance
*T. Staley, Systems Engineering Supen>1sor
FP. Tomlinson, Manager. QA
W. Woodard, Health Physics Supervisor

Foster-Wheelg

#D. Lamvermeyer, Manager QA
#J. Pattern, Site Representative

Suninit Constructors

#E. Nielsen, Manager, QC
#S. Rogstad, Superinte.
#R. Selvy, Project Manage.

.

The NRC inspectors also contacted other licensee and contractor personnel
during the inspection,

i
# Denotes those attt:nding the exit interview conducted March 1,1991.<

* Denotes.those ettending the exit interview conducted March 22, 1991.

2.. Plant Status

The plant was permanently shut down August 18, 1989.. The motor control
center breakers for the control rod drives are open, racked out, and
clearance tagged. One third of the fuel has been removed from the core
and placed in spent fuel storage wells (six fuel elements are stored in a
shipping cask).
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An NRC confirmatory order prohibiting operation at any power level was
issued May 1, 1990. On May 16, 1990, the Federal Register contained an

- announcement of intent by the NRC to amend the f acility license-to
preclude operation at an, power level. This amendment would constitute a
" Possession-Only Licer,se."

Continued defueling was deferred pending pennission from the Department of
Ene my (DOE) and concurrence from the State of Idaho to continue shipn.ent
c- 9 eadiated fuel to the DOE Idaho National Laboratory facility. On
Jarary 31, 1991, the licensee initiated a dry run shipnent of " dummy"
fuel elements, containing no nuclear fuel, to the DOE facility in Idaho
using the same procedures as would be used for spent fuel. This shipment
was received in Icano on February 1,1991, without incident. On
- February 6,1051, Idaho Governor Cecil D. Anerus notified PSC that spent
fuel from iLV wodd not be permitted to e%er the state. PSC has filed
for an injunction in Federal District Court seeking interim permission to
resunr shipping actidtir. until this issue is adjudicated. Spent fuel
was previously shipped te LDE Idaho following each plant refueling.

N e to the uncertainty in the schedule for shipment of spent fuel to Idaho,
e licensee submitted an application for an ISFSI license on June 22,

. '0. This application is currently under review. On February 1,1991,
r, issued an environmental assessment and forwarded a Notice of Issuance

Finding of No Significant Impact to the Federal.Recister for;

r lication. On February 2,1991, the licensee moved construction
)quipment on the ISFSI site and initiated site preparation activities.
Concrete placenent of the ISFSI foundation was initiated on February 27,
1991.

The licensee received concurrence from the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation to begin disposing of spare or worn out components. .The "D"
helium circulator, which developed a seal leak, was removed and shipped
for disposal. . The "A" helium was also removed and is being stored onsite
until disposal is authorized. Additionally, the licensee initiated
cutting up of spare control rod drive absorbers in preparation for
shipment to a waste burial site. The licensee has also received a TS
amenanent which allows the removal of control rod drive and olifice
assemblies from core rep %ns that have been defueled,

f

3. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

The inspector made tours of the control room during normal working hours
and durity backshift hours. -Control room staffing was verified to be at
the proper ic,W tar the shutdown plant condition. During control room
tours, the inspe: * . verified that the required number of nuclear
instrumentation ric plant protective system channels were operable. The
operability of emergency AC and DC electrical power, meteorological, and
fire protection systems was also verified by the inspector. The reactor
operetors and shift supervisor logs were reviewed along with the TS
compliance log, clearance log, operations deviation report (ODR) log,
temporary configuration report (TCR) log, and operations order book. Shift
turnovers were observed.

1
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The inspector also attended plan-of-the-day and senior planning team
meetings to maintain awareness of the status of significant issues and to
identify areas that may require inspector attention or followup to verify4

conformance with license and regulatory requirements. The inspector
observed that planning and scheduling activities were performed well and
the reduced work force was being utilized in an effective manner.

.The inspector made tours of all accessible areas of the plant to assess
the overall conditions and verify the adequacy of plant equipment,
radiological controls, and security. During these tours, attention wcs
also paid to the licensee's fire protectinn program, including fire
extinguishers, firefighting equipment, fire barriers, firewatches, and
control of flannable materials end other fire hazards.

.

The inspector observed work in rau?ologically controlled areas on the fuel
deck, in the hot service facility, and other areas of the reactor
building. The inspector also observed health physics technicians
performing contamination and direct radiation surveys. Contamination
levels and exposure rates were posted at entrances to radiologically

' - controlled areas and W other appropriate areas-and were verified to be up
to date by the inspector. Health physics technicians were present to
provide assistance when workers were required to enter radiologically
controlled areas. The inspector observed that adequate job briefings were
being provided to workers entering radiologically controlled areas. The
inspector also observed that workers followed the instructions on
radiation work permits (RWPs) concerning job initiation, protective
clothing ano dosimetry, and using proper procedures for contamination
control, including proper renoval of protective clothing and frisking upon
exiting a radiologically controlled area.

The inspector monitored the decontamination-of the hot service
facility-(HSF)andthe valuation of the methodology used to cut upi

L spare control rod abr strings. Preliminary data indicate that
0./54 person-rem was m oded during-the decontamination work and-the
integrated dose of the highest exposed worker was 0.214 rem. None of the
personnel associated with the decontamination were assessed exposures in
excess of the 100 mrem / week administrative limit. No personnel

,

I contamination was experienced from this operation. The original cutting
wheel methodology for. absorber string disassembly is being replaced by a
hydraulic shears mechan!sm to reduce generation of airborne radioactivity
inside the HSF and minimize contamination buildup.,

On March 11,-1991, the licensee informed the-inspector that a health
physics technician performing _ decontamination in the HSF with two other
workers-on March 9,-1991, noted that both low-range, self-reading
dosimeters he was wearing were offscale high. The technician and workers
irmediately exited the area. The low-range dosimeter readings of the
workers were 25 and 30 mrem. The radiation-levels in the HSF at that
time ranged from 20-30 mR/ hour for the general area to approximately
1 R/ hour on contact. As all three personnel were performing the same work,
the lic-see's initial evaluation was that the technician's exposure was

i
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unlikely to be significantly above that shown by the workers dosimeters.
The technician's film badge dosimeter was sent to the processor for

| evaluation, which was subsequently reported as 30 mrem.

The licensee's evaluation of this event concluded that the technician had
inadvertently picked up two low-range dosimeters that had not been zeroed
rather than the two that had been previously selected with the initial
values recorded on the RWP sign-in sheet. In addition, it was determined
that the RWP required that the technician should have been wearing one

'

high-range and one low-range dosimeter. The licensee's immediate
corrective actions included restricting the technician from entering

' radiologically controlled areas until the film badge results were(
obtained, requiring the technician to review and understand the RWP-

procedure again and providing a discussion of this event to all health
physics staff via entry in the night log. Additionally, the licensee:

ordered more dosineter chargers to improve availatility -and developed a>'

color coding scheme to better delineate the low-range from the high-range<

dosimeters. Lessons _ learned from the health physics irregularity report4

were also incorporated in general employee training.

The failure to comply with the RWP, as required by FSV Procedure NPAP-10,*

1(
'was determined to be a violation of NRC requirements. The violation was
not cited because the criteria specified in Section V.A of the Enforcement
Policy (10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C) were satisfied, the violation involved
minorsafetysignificance,andthelicenseetooktimelyandthoroughcorrective actions. This was a violation of the same general requirement*

| (to follow procedures) identified in the previous inspection report
(267/9101-01), but the root cause was not similar ano would not have beenr

~

exgeted to have been addressed in previous corrective actions,
n

.The inspector randomly verified that the number of amed security officers
: required by the security pl_an were present. The inspector also verified,

:on a-sampling basis, that search equipment, including an x-ray machine,
explosive detector, and_ metal detector, were operational or that a

| 100 percent hands-on search was conducted.
' The protected area. barrier was toured by the= inspector at random times to

ensure-that it was not compromised by erosion or other objects. The. -

inspector, observed that vital area barriers were well maintained and not.
t comprom_ised. The inspectors also observed that' persons granted access .to

--the; site were badged and visitors were properly escorted. -I
d

:No other violations of NRC regulations were identified in the review of
-this program area. The licensee's approach to the resoiution of issues ,

; Jappears to be conservative and properly focused on safety. ]

t, 4.- JMonthly Maintenance Observation -(62703)

f The inspector observed portions of the licensee's change out of filters in
the decontamination filter system under-Station Service Request

).
:
i
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No. 91500481 together with the radiological job briufra and entry of the
radiolcgically controlled area under RWP No.11574 No problems were
identified in work completed.

The inspector monitored the licensee's corrective maintenance to repair
the "1B" service water booster pump. The inspector reviewed Station
Service Request No. 91500453, dated March 1, 1991, and associated work
instructions and noted no discrepancies in the work accomplished up to the
time of the review.

No violations or deviations wore identified in the review of this program
area. All work reviewed by the inspector appeared to be adequately
performed in accordance with applicable approved work packages.

5 Monthly Surveillance Observation- (61726_)_

The inspector routinely checked surveillance schedules and completed
surveillance packages te 'onfirm that surveillances reouired with the plant
shut down were being conoucted at the intervals specified. The inspector
observed portions of surveillances in progress and reviewed documentation
of the following completed surveillances:

- SR 5.2.24f-M1, 46 System Pumps Functional Test - Loop 1

- SR 5.2.24f-M2, 46 System Pumps functional Test - Loop 2

- SR 5.4.9-W, Area honitors Functional Test

- ESR 8.1.lbc-XM, Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Prior to Release

- ESR 8.1.1d-W, Equivalent Curies of 88KR in Gas Waste Tank ,

- SR-AC-4.2.5 dl-W, Circulating Water Hneup Systen Pond Inventory

- SR 5.5.e-W, Reactor Plant Exhaust Filter HEPA and Charcoal Pressure
Drop Check

l No violations or deviations were identified in the review of this program
area. The licensee's implementation of surveillance activities-during

,

i this inspection period appeared to be very good in regard to scheduling,
! tracking, and completion of surveillances required under the defueling

plant status,
i

6. Inspection of Foundation for Modular Vault Dry Store-(MVDS) Systems fnr
44.. duclear Fuel and of Rodaway Modifications at FSV-(Tl 2690/005)

. a. " Enhanced Quality Program" for ISFSI Concrete Construction

The licensee has the ultimate responsibility for ensuring that the
design, procurement and construction of the ISFSI is in accordance
with the QA Program. Foster-Wheeler Energy Corporation, Energy

1

_.
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Applications. Division, was selected by the licensee to supply the
design, procurement, and construction of the MVDS. They also haveo

the responsibility in performing work on items important to safety in
accordance with their QA program, which has been approved by the
licensee.

Foster-Wheeler is using an " Enhanced Quality Program" to assure that
requi'ed concrete structures neet the construction requirements of
ACI '18-83. Foster-Wheeler's program covers the requirements for
conemte construction of the MVDS structure. The program also
docunents key management responsibilities, work, inspection, and test
activities. This-program connits to full compliance to ACl-318 code
for construction and ACI-349 code for design.

- b. Procedures / Specifications Review |

The inspector reviewed the licensee's quality. inspection program plan
-

which has been submitted to the NRC for approval. This program has
not been approved by the NRC to date. The licensee has made the
decision to begin construction of the MVDS at their own risk, pending
approval of the applicatinn by the NRC. Contractor's procedures and
specifications were reviewd. Review of 3roceduras/ specifications
indicated that these documents required tie use of standards and
codes referenced to determine requiretrents for the te; ting and
inspection of work performed. Procedures and specification reviewed
are listed below.-

Revisions 1and0(PSC) port (SAR).-Sections 4.5.2.,and11.2,
ISFSI safety analysis re-

QA program for~ the ISFSI concrete structure, Attachment Q-2E,-
-

6 ted, October 29, 1990, Revision 9-(PSC)-

Quality control plan, dated February 18, 1991, Revision 3(PSC) -
-

Enhanced quality program for ISFSI concrete construction, dated-

-July 16, 1990, Revision 3(Foster-Wheeler)

TS 362 F 0112. "MVDS Civil And Building Works Scope List," dated-

June 11, 1990, RevisionC(Foster-Wheeler)

TS 362 F 0213 " Dry Spent Fuel Storage Facility," dated June 11,-

1990, Revision D-(Footer-Wheeler)

TS 362 F 0229, " Specification For Replacement Structural Fill-

Beneath Basemat," Revision B (Foster-Wheeler)

c. Records. Review

The inspector reviewec the following records for technical content,
compliance with acceptance criteria, and compliance with site
procedures and specifications.

.
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Soils test records-

Concrete test records I-

QC surveillance records-

Concrete batch tickets-

Concrete batch plant certification checklist by foster & Wheeler-

Reinforcement steel material certifications-

Physical property test results for aggregates-

Laboratory test results for Type I/II cenent-

Review of the above records indicated that work was being perfomed
and tested in accordance with procedures / specifications, except for,

one discrepancy noted in the review of reinforcing material
certifications which is discussed in paragraph 6.e of this report,

t

d. LoncretePlacementObservation ,

,

The inspector performed an inspection prior to No. I placement to
-determine the following:

Cleanliness of placement-

General orientation and configuration--

Proper reinforcing steel size and spacing-

Proper stability of fornwork-

No discrepancies were identified during this inspection prior to
placement activities.a

The. inspector observed No.1 placement to detennine that ACI-318 Code
requirements and good industry practices for placement were
implemented. Observatiuns by the inspector indicated that
consolidation of concrete with vibrators was not uniform and did not

L appear to be sufficient. It was also observed that the discharge
p point of concrete to the forms from flexible chutes appeared to be

too high. ACI 318 code -reconinends that concrete should be deposited
at or near its final position in the placement to avoid segregation
of aggregates. The inspector informed the licensee of his
observations and the. licensee took appropriate action immediately.

-

L -The inspector observed that the licensee, prior to Placement No. 2,
held a preplacement meeting with all personnel involved,- and the

h number of personnel. performing-consolidation of concrete was
increased. -No deficiencies were identified by the inspector during

i,
,

observations of foundation Placement Nos. 2 and 3.
gm

.e. Findings

The inspector identified two findings while reviewing the licensee's
L
.

procedures and specifications as documented below:
1

1; The licensee's quality control plan required that all reinforcing
steel furnished for the project shall conform to ASTM A-615-86,

!=

|:
L
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Grade 60, except for No. 3 bar and under, used for stirrups and I

ties which may be Grade 40 (emphasis added).

Review of material certifications ircicated that No. 4
reinforcing steel, Grade 40, was purchased and used in concrete
placement No.1, which is not in accordance with the licensee's
quality control plan.

It appears from the inspectors observations and interviews with
licensee personnel, that improper material was only used in
stirrups and ties which appear to be conservative in this case.

2. Section 6.2 of the licensee's quality control plan requires that-
manufacturer's certification for cement and aggregates be
retained in the QC manager's file at the site.

The inspector requested the manufacturer's certifications from
the QC manager. The QC manager did not have the material
certifications on site as required by procedure.

The licensee presented the inspector with the manufacturer's
certifications for the cement and aggregates during the exit
meeting. Therefore, this closes any concerns for this finding.

The inspector informed the licensee that they should follow
their procedures or change the procedures in accordance with-

quality program requirementt,

f. Summary

Based on the inspector's observation and interviews, the deficiencies
noted above indicated that the QA program implementation lagged
behind the construction schedule at the start of the project.

-Although no unacceptable results were identified in this case,
deficiencies of this type under diff erent circumstances could have
resulted in en unacceptable condition.

Overall, the licensee's program was functioning properly and in
accordance with procedures and specifications, except for the
observations and findings discussed above.

7. Inspection-of Mo*lar Vault Dry Storage Modules for Dry Storage of Spent-
huclear Fuel at FGV (TI 2693/006)

The inspector observed selected portions of the preparations for and
placement of concrete MDVS vault wall Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 11. and 12. The
inspector determined, through spot checks and interviews with QC
inspectors, that the correct size and grade of reinforcing steel was
properly installed prior to concrete placement. The inspector observed
that cencrete batches were tested in accordance with the quality control
plan, met specifications, and compressive strength samples were properly

.. - . ..
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collected and identified for testing. The inspector also observed that
good industry practices for concrete placement were implenented. The
inspector reviewed selected nonconforvence reports and discrepant material
reports and verified that appropriate disposition of identified
deficiencies were being nade.

No discrepancies were identified during the preparations or placement
activities.

8. Exit Meeting

Exit meetings were conoucted with licensee representatives identified in
paragraph 1 on March 1 (ISFSI foundation placenent) and flarch 22, 1991.
During these meetings, the inspectors reviewed the scope and findings of
the inspection. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any
information provided to, or reviewed by, the inspectors.


